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For Statements, artist Thu Van Tran (1979, Ho Chi Minh City) offers a metaphorical reflection about collective memory
and the principle of recollection. An artist born in Vietnam and exiled in France, Tran questions recent European history
and links it implicitly to the torments of the Belgian colonisation of the Congo.
Fed by her own uprooting, this young artist has dreamed up a project of great maturity that casts light on a dark collective past. Her idea associates an exploration of symbolic places in the former Yugoslavia with a corpus of works with their
roots in the Joseph Conrad novel Heart of Darkness, an instructive account of the effects of colonisation in the Belgian Congo.
One could compare the exploration by Tran in lands marked by the folly of men to the progress of Marlow, Conrad’s main
character, along the Congo River. In both cases, there is apparent progress that suggests a moment of clarity, understanding and redemption, whereas the journey is only heading towards total darkness, a blur and disorientation, whether real
or symbolic.
The project consists of two groups of works with a common theme; on the one hand, the film and documents relating to
a crossing of the former Yugoslavia, and on the other hand works evoking Heart of Darkness.
During her journey, in Bosnia (from Tuzla to Neum), Thu Van Tran filmed historical sites and landscapes lit by means of a
transportable light machine (called the Cyclops, consisting of a powerful halogen spotlight, a battery). She filmed by stealth,
in broad daylight as well as at night, showing moments rather than descriptive shots. Her approach may seem naive or even
absurd since in broad daylight, she is lighting what we can already see plainly, and in a vain attempt, she tries to illuminate
the darkness of night. Her desire is to enter the thickness of the night, but with the idea of “making it visible”.

Art Basel, Basel (Switzerland)
Statements sections
2013

To accompany this work, Thu Van Tran shows under glass and placed on discreet shelves made from hevea wood, sixty
sheets ranging in colour in a scale from white to the darkest black.Transcribed texts on these pages, initially perfectly legible, then more and more difficult to decipher, are the full translation into French of Heart of Darkness by the artist herself.
She understands English without speaking it perfectly. She only used an English-English dictionary to achieve her purpose.
So she puts herself in the position of a blind person groping to find her way around, to give meaning to her research.
Translation is a metaphor for a process of discovery, exploration and difficulties overcome. To complement this project,
Tran’s translation is published in paperback in a print run of several thousand copies intended for the public during the fair.
The books are stacked, giving them a sculptural appearance, and are available free of charge.
Finally, under the title We live in the flicker, Tran displays photographs based on photograms reproducing excerpts from the
book in English concerning light and darkness (“The white patch had become a place of darkness”...). The blue pigments
of the initial photograms are not fixed and therefore disappear over time. Slowly but inexorably. We could see a moment
of light that returns to the darkness.

Thu Van Tran is a Franco-Vietnamese who creates works associated with historical events which regularly explore notions
of displacement, separation, mixture and precariousness. Arirang Partitions is an installation made up of a wooden piano
and musical scores torn in two. The piano is completely sanded on the le side and worked in an artisanal way on the
right side. With this work, Thu Van Tran transposes the history of the separation of Vietnam, after de-colonization, to the
Korean context. The piano is accompanied by Arirang scores, popular music from the period when Korea was a single
country.Today, both North and South Korea lay claim to this legacy. In the North, historical frescoes in the form of moving
paintings, propaganda tools of the party, are called arirang. For the South, Arirang has remained the popular song, but it is
also a national TV channel and the name of a traditional cake.The “demi-scores” are played on the piano during the show,
revealing the missing other half; this melody thus becomes the derisory anthem of a people reunited by being torn apart.

Le Plateau - FRAC Île-de-France - Paris (France)
“Interprète”
Curated by Xavier Francesci
2014

(...) It is ultimately a question of play, remake and transposition, beyond the fact of rendering the unintelligible intelligible.
The different artistic projects have in fact been prepared on the basis of an already existing reality, which is then translated.
Beyond this guiding principle, however, the works on view distinguish themselves by the singular translation being offered
to us. Here the performance is free and thoroughly personal, and thus truly meaningful. Therefore, even if we see an
inherent paradox–namely, that while we need the performer to be able to hear and understand the work, the act of
interpretation moves us away from the truth– the paradox is as it happens, surpassed...
The other aspect uniting many of these works lies in the quintessential connection they have with music. It is clear that
these ideas of play, version and remake reverberate like certain basic features of any musical work. Far from merely
suggesting this close link, some of the works themselves aspire to the form of music, as they exist in the form of activation.
The visual work, seemingly fixed once and for all, is now dreamt about as a piece to be enacted and re-enacted, and thus
differently perpetuated. From the musical score to the conceptual procedure (and vice versa), there is but just one step:
the artists easily cross the line to offer us pieces to be experienced and re-experienced.
In this spirit, Interprète will propose a series of interventions and performances in counterpoint to the show. The set of
works presented will thus form the basis of an orchestration in the making. “The exhibition” may be regarded as a fullyfledged medium. Interprète. is in this sense the broad instrument which must be played to get the full measure of it. A
game permitting the spectator to make his or her own interpretation of things...
(...)

Xavier Francesci

By capturing historical materials, art reflects and manufactures our relationship with History and stories; it relates and
evades its own story, the history of art, but it also weaves and updates minor stories that were constantly infringing
upon the dominating, ideological, great History. Artists counterfeit forms of historical discourse: imaginary archives,
fantastic archaeologies, subversive hagiographies, ghost museums for the ghost theater that is the history at work within
contemporary art.
The Histerical Materialism exhibition proposes to examine this obsession with respect to the historical reality of artists,
whose artistic proposals succeed in making “delirious world”, beginning with the discourse that structures it as the world,
the account of its history. If historical materialism imposed the history of class struggle as the only model to interpret
reality for the vast majority of Marxist thought, would the reverse side of the coin and below this confusion, be histerical
materialism. Would its challenge for art be to destabilise the awareness gained of our historiographical orthodoxy?

Galerie Jérôme Poggi, Paris (France)
“HISTeRICAL MATERIALISM”
2014

Drawing on the shifts, connections and intervals in terms of representation between the cultures of her past and the
culture she have come to adopt, the artist Thu Van Tran takes a singular approach to memory and the individual recollection,
her forgone loss as we forget, and her fragmentary resurgence, circulating in images and texts.Tran explores various visual
possibilities for translating and transmitting these themes.
Borrowing a supposedly Brechtian expression whose exact reference momentarily escapes Thu Van Tran, the eighteenth place
brings together works that display what normally only exists in the background, barely apparent and already almost gone,
from paper scraps littering the artist’s studio to impermanent images on fragile supports or supports in tenuous balance.
Books and the formal, artistic transcription of publications with a very clearly oppressive, notably colonial connotation
come up again and again in Thu Van Tran’s approach. The artist, for example, has just completed a free translation of
Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. Recounting a young English officer’s voyage up the Congo, the novel also relates an inner
journey and experience that is given voice in particular through the author’s description of an increasingly threatening,
impenetrable nature. Thu Van Tran’s project, which is scheduled to be shown at Art Basel in June, has a number of echoes
and parallels in pieces being shown at the same time at the Villa du Parc. In From Green to Orange, the artist has covered
images of tropical vegetation with an orange coloring agent and obtained a rendering that is dense, sharp and strikingly
pictorial. Linked to Conrad’s life through a series of digressions, the deadly volcanic eruption of Mount Pelée in 1902 is
conjured up by the repetition of the same image that is more or less fixed on its paper support, displaying the gradual
stages of its own iconic disappearance.

Centre d’Art Villa du Parc, Annemasse (France)
“La dix-huitième place”
Curated by Garance Chabert
2014

The physical impact of light, which leaches out, seeps into, damages and discolors images and materials, is palpable in most
of the pieces on show, inviting a metaphorical reflection on the effects of time—the more fragile the original material the
quicker the transformation of the supports. So it is with a number of rather delicate posters featuring tourist landscapes.
They are already depicted through the lens of exotic locals; we see them now, their colors fading and disappearing the
more they are exposed to sunlight. Or, finally, in a more abstract vein, we have the series of the artist’s residue-photograms
made up of scraps of photosensitive paper exposed to light in the studio.

Garance Chabert

On the occasion of the centenary of Marguerite Duras’ birth (1914-1996), the Bibliothèque publique d’Information and
the Institut Mémoires de l’édition contemporaine have come together to present the Duras Song exhibition, dedicated
to this important figure in 20th century literature. The mind behind such important books as Le Barrage contre le Pacifique
(‘The Sea Wall’, 1950), Le Ravissement de Lol V. Stein (‘The Ravishing of Lol Stein’, 1964) and L’Amant (‘The Lover’, 1984), and
participating in the renewal of the narrative form while probing the mysteries of love and the depths of the individual
subject, Marguerite Duras also worked with her resolutely contemporary writing in other media: in cinema with Hiroshima
mon amour and India Song, in theatre, in radio and with numerous interviews and articles in the press that reveal her political
commitment.
In order to offer the visitor a portrait of this writing, the Duras Song exhibition is organised in two large and easily
identifiable sections corresponding to two structural aspects of Duras’ œuvre: outside and inside.

Centre Georges Pompidou - Bpi, Paris (France)
“Duras Song”
An exhibition on the archives of Marguerite Duras
Installation conceived by Thu Van Tran
2014

Inspired by the title of the two volumes of press articles published as a collection from 1980 (Outside and Le Monde Extérieur
2), the outer part of the exhibition focuses on the author’s public writings, political engagements and work as a journalist,
as well as on documents concerning her biography: for Duras’ life and work are closely tied to the currents of history and
cover a large part of the 20th century. Then the visitor is invited to penetrate into the interior of Duras’ world, into the
“inside” of her writing.

The exhibition is an encounter between a book, A Brief History of the Future by Jacques Attali, and the world of contemporary
art.The works do not illustrate the text but demonstrate how many of today’s creators treat, at times metaphorically, the
broad social issues developed by Jacques Attali in his vision of the future of our world.
The project is in two parts: one at the Louvre Museum, the other at the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium.The part
in Paris revolves around a reading of man’s past, which is structured by Jacques Attali in eight different “hearts”, i.e. the cities
where the economic evolution is indissolubly connected with technological revolutions such as the development of the
merchant galley (Venice), printing (Antwerp), the steam-powered engine (London), and so on. In Brussels the exhibition
opens with the ninth “heart” – Los Angeles – the home of the invention of the microprocessor whose development has
shaped the new millennium.
The exhibition explores the various social themes studied by Jacques Attali in his book and highlights how visual artists
often go beyond a simple observation to take an active part in the debate by developing projects inspired by a sort of
creative utopianism.

Royal Museums of Fine Arts, Brussels (Belgium)
Palazzo Reale, Milan (Italy)
“Une brève histoire de l’Avenir - A brief history of the future”
2015 - 2016

It includes a section devoted to the representation of time and the changes that this brings – the underlying thesis of
A Brief History of the Future – and ends positively with a look towards Utopia, in particular the political utopia based on
the construction of Europe. This last theme is the fruit of collaboration between the MRBAB and ENSAV-La Cambre et
l’Institut d’Etudes Européennes (ULB) with the support of the Fondation Bernheim.
With this project the Royal Museums of Fine Arts are taking the initiative towards a policy of mounting exhibitions
focusing on creative contemporary work. To this end thematic choices are made from the collection of modern and
contemporary art, in the hope that these will be once again available for public viewing. Similarly, the museum wishes to
strengthen the synergy between itself and private individuals and organizations, who also have an essential role to play in
the contemporary art world.

For the Galerie Art & Essai, Thu Van Tran pursues her esthetic and conceptual research into hevea, the tree of which
latex is extracted for the manufacturing of rubber. Originally from Brazil, the hevea grain was imported and exploited by
several colonial regimes in Asia as well as on the African continent. The displacement of the hevea can be considered as a
metaphor of social and cultural transplantations at the heart of colonial and postcolonial spaces.

Espace Art et Essai - Rennes 2 University, Rennes (France)
“Cao Su pleure”
2015

Translation is everywhere, in every form. It is neither a science nor an instinct; it communicates thought and facilitates
travel. Translation as Negotiation is an attempt to understand others. Let’s remember the Tower of Babel myth: Nimrod, the
sovereign king of Noah’s descendants decided to build a tower in Babylon whose summit would reach the sky and in
which one single people would speak one single language. God brought a powerful end to the project by multiplying the
languages to keep humanity divided.
One single language is a factor of force and power. It federates and brings together a people. It allows the understanding
and agreement, holding groups together and giving them confidence. These qualities are both attractive and frightening.
Attempts to create one single language have continually tormented humanists or strategists but the reality of division
has always taken precedence over any linguistic convention. Maybe by accepting this and taking it as a point of departure,
analysing it and going beyond it, we would get closer not to a shared language but to universal understanding, which would
be the most advanced stage of this quest for uniqueness. And what if translation came in at this point, and constituted a
reasonable alternative to the universal plan? This is a tempting line of thought, but one must admit that it is not the key
to solve the problem and those who have tried to establish its significance and consequences have had to accept the
complexity of the exercise.

La Kunsthalle, Mulhouse (France)
“Presque la même chose”
Curated by Sandrine Wymann
2015

This exhibition is clearly part of a set of questions asked by Umberto Eco in Mouse or Rat? Translation as Negotiation, an
essay on his experiences in translation. In his view, translation does not allow us to say the same thing, but at best, almost
the same thing. He continues by highlighting that all the complexity of the task lies in the word almost.This almost, central
but indefinite, appears as an elastic and extensible adverb to be used as a form of “negotiation” This is at the heart of any
attempt of translation. What value should we give the word almost? Translation can be applied to all forms of language,
written, aesthetic or auditory, and that each has its own perimeter for negotiation.
In Translation as Negotiation, Umberto Eco uses a series of examples and personal accounts to illustrate the problems which
translation poses. For this exhibition I will trust his experiences and follow the structure of his reasoning. Translation as
Negotiation takes up the thread of his text, chapter by chapter, and I hope that the artists and artworks will at times provide
a response, and at times build on the questions the author raises. The idea is not to create a corpus of artworks related
to the subject, but rather to continue the reflection through formal or textual research, but also through knowledge
or personal stories. Artworks, conferences and portraits, without any hierarchy, will also make up the content of this
exhibition, which is a modest attempt at saying how difficult it is to negotiate a translation.
Thu Van Tran (1979, born in Vietnam, lives and works in Paris) often gets inspiration for her work from history and personal
experiences. Language and the written word as a means of transmitting a culture and its evolution have a major role in
her work. Un Alphabet éteint is an artwork based on the first pages of the philosopher Jacques Derrida’s book Monolingualism
of the Other. The text is translated into phonetic language using a Vietnamese alphabet and a latinised version from 17th
Century Jesuits, and the letters have been stitched into white paper.The artwork’s fragility, in the materials used but also in
its symbolism, reflects the artist’s attention to the importance of language as the vehicle for history, including those details
we hold back, and those we want to transmit.

The exhibition at Neuer Berliner Kunstverein is Thu Van Tran’s first solo exhibition in Germany. Based on her experiences
as a Vietnamese woman living in France, in her work she addresses the colonial history of her native country and the
impact of power and exploitation. In her latest series of works she deals with the raw material rubber, which in this context
stands for the suppression of Vietnam under French colonial rule.
The starting point for the works, specially produced for the exhibition, is a relief on the facade of the Palais de la Porte
Dorée, which was built in 1931 on the occasion of the Colonial Exhibition in Paris. Here, the peoples of the French colonies
are depicted while extracting raw materials such as rubber and exotic woods, yet in the inside of the palace the so-called
„intellectual“ contributions by France to the civilization of the indigenous peoples are illustrated on a monumental fresco.
In the mural work Penetrable (2016) and the sculpture Échange de présents (2016), Thu Van Tran takes up the material and
the symbolism of the commodity rubber and illuminates the bitter irony in the depiction of the supposed exchange. Her
works visualize how the writing of history is manifested with the occupying power’s Western view on the population of
the colonies. The memory work materializes in the photograms Sunstroke (2016) through traces of her notebooks, sketch
blocks and remnants from her studio. In addition, the Super 8 film Far East (2016) will be shown, in which Thu Van Tran
examines the historical and political links between Vietnam and the former GDR and how in Berlin she embarks on a
search for traces and repercussions of the conceived communism.
Silke Wittig

n.b.k. (Neuer Berliner Kunstverein), Berlin (Germany)
“Exchange of presents”
Curated by Silke Wittig
2016

Thu Van Tran’s uniquely sensitive work is informed by both historic events, particularly those related to postcolonial
history, and literary and fictional experiences. Fernando Pessoa, Joseph Conrad, and Marguerite Duras are some of those
who regularly collaborate on her work. Here she offers us a look at a future project, to be created in Brazil, in a colonial
residence in Petrópolis, the town where Stefan Zweig ended his life after writing his final work, Chess Story. For this
exhibition, she has chosen to show the first two pages of the interior monologues she wrote for each of the chess players
and a model of a life-size chessboard that will be surrounded by a contaminated rubber wall.
Claire Moulène

Le Meurice, Paris (France)
“Prix Meurice 2016”
2016

(Conversation heard on the steamboat Roi des Belges, Congo free state, 1899)

Ladera Oeste, Guadalajara (Mexico)

Translator 1: I listened and the darkness deepened.
Translator 2: Observe, we pass from darkness to light and in reverse.
T1: Darkness is not the absence of light, there is as much light in darkness as invisibility in the visible.
T2: We move from thought to writing, from writing to sculpture, from language to object.
T1: We are this, and that aren’t we?
T2: We have translated from here to there, from this to that, from the I to the Us.
T1: We live in the flash of a blin k. ln the flicker.
T2: People are surprisingly different, separated by unpopulated space.
T1: lt is botha solid and frangile object, the tongue.
T2: It is Collect and Revolt.
T1: Simultaneously what we are and what not.
T2: Listen, the darkness deepens.
T1:Yes, the shadows have deepened.
T2: Observe, the light disappears.
T1: Darkness becomes impenetrable.
T2: Listen, the light deepens?
T1: Here and there.
T2: We.

“Listen, the Darkness Deepens”
Curated by Geovana Ibirra
2016

G. Ibarra, J. Mendez Blake

It was believed that gardens had been buried by modernity under the triumph of green spaces limiting the organic to
functional areas.Yet, they remain a source of fertile inspiration all along the 20th century and continue to deeply appeal to
many artists.The garden captivates, not only for its nourishing, curative and ornamental virtues but also for its subversion.
(...)
This exhibition of the Centre Pompidou-Metz depicts nature in the perspective of a metaphorical spring. Germination,
blossoming and degeneration suggest the cycles of Earth, where the winter stop is the promise for future revolutions.
Many artists venerate this vital momentum. Fertile ground of forms, the garden inspires artists with morphologies and
fantastic metamorphoses revealing the intelligence of a nonhuman world. The explorations of the Earth lead to the ends
of the known nature towards unspoiled territories that become new reserves of forms and motifs.
The garden is also the place of genetic bifurcation which alters determinisms in favour of evolution.While he immortalises
in his glass framed herbarium a cherished flora, Émile Gallé takes interest for the anomalies – Are the Orchids wonders
or monstrosities? At the same time, Claude Monet creates hybrids and gets plants from all over the world, triggering the
ire of the local farmers who fear poisoning by these foreign flowers. A century later, Pierre Huyghe creates “condensates
of Giverny” in climate-programmed aquariums. If acclimation awakes the naturalists’ curiosity, it also serves the interest
of a “botanic of power”, working on the colonisation then the eradication of “green pests”.Yto Barrada, Thu Van Tran and
Simon Starling study the problematic of coexistence between “native” and “neophyte” plant species. Beyond the exoticism,
the tropical and biomorphic alternatives of Roberto Burle-Marx or Lina Bo Bardi in Latin America and in Brazil revivify the
functionalism of the European modernity. (...)

Centre Pompidou Metz (France)
“Infinite Garden. From Giverny to Amazonia”
Curated by Emma Lavigne and Hélène Meisel
2017

At a time of intense intermixing, melting pot and migration phenomena which constantly reconfigure the biodiversity, the
original fence of the garden, being material or conceptual, needs to be revaluated. The exhibition takes the garden out of
itself, going beyond the dialectic on which Michel Foucault had articulated during his conference “Of Other Spaces” in
1967, his heterotypic definition of the garden as “the smallest parcel of the world” and as the “totality of the world.” (...)
Emma Lavigne and Hélène Meisel

Born in Vietnam, French-Vietnamese artist Thu Van Tran addresses the colonial history of her native country and the
impact of power and exploitation. Through readings of postcolonial inspiration, Thu Van Tran’s work leads to a reflection
on notions of temporality and space, geographical and cultural displacement.
In her latest works she deals with rubber, a symbol of the suppression of Vietnam under French colonial rule.The starting
point for the works is a relief on the facade of the Palais de la Porte Dorée, which was built in Paris in 1931 on the occasion
of the Colonial Exhibition. Here, the inhabitants of the French colonies are depicted while extracting raw materials such
as rubber and exotic woods, yet inside the palace the so-called “intellectual” contributions by France to the civilization of
the indigenous peoples are illustrated on a monumental fresco. In the sculpture Échange de présents (2016),Thu Van Tran takes
up the material and the symbolism of rubber and illuminates the bitter irony in the depiction of the supposed exchange.
Her works also visualize the influence of the occupying power’s Western view on the population of the colonies in the
writing of history.This memory work materializes in the photograms Sunstroke (2016) through traces of notebooks, sketch
blocks and remnants from the artist’s studio. The perspective passed on by Thu Van Tran is both conscious and poetic, an
interrelationship that expresses itself as an idea that has its appropriate form.

Frieze New York, New York (USA)
Solo show
2017

Originally, there was no immaculate space. The phenomena of contamination oppose this phantasm of purity and so true
are they that they achieve a form of perfection, reflecting what we are: mutant identities, woven of particles that have
crossed the deserts of the Sahara, ardent and atomic clouds, murderous dioxins and the paths of exile. We, identities
determined by our moving geography, forced to learn a foreign language, live and negotiate with our stains.
Contaminate, being contaminated, are also principles that we find in the vegetable world; they trace a history of the
displacements of our modern world. I invest a work of contact, from the most concrete sculptural imprint to the most
symbolic or embodied linguistic translations. It is always a question of grasping, of fixing the memory of contiguous forces
and of translating their reciprocal intensities.
In this context, the project for Venice combines light as a source of energy and capture (photogram), the imprint as a
process and activation of a memory (casting), the stain as an overflowing and autonomous landscape countering the idea
of purity (flat white) and, finally, a film that petrifies the gestures executed under domination and delivered somewhere in
the field of sculpture (from harvest to revolt).The whole feeding on a total relation to nature.
Thu Van Tran

La Biennale de Venise, l’Arsenale (Italy)
“VIVA ARTE VIVA”
Curated by Christine Macel
2017

The work of Thu Van Tran, which grew up between two cultures, is inspired by literature, history, architecture and nature.
She presents four works that raise questions about rubber from the point of view of history and the senses. The rubber
tree symbolizes the abuse of power and domination of the colonial conquests in many countries. The film Des Gestes
Démesurément Contraints. De Récolte à Révolte gathers images on the old Michelin plantations in Vietnam, where some people
are shown at work. Later, hands appear shaping other hands, frozen in gesture and sculpture, a liberation which results in
the appearance of a language.To be indignant, gather, abandon, build, destroy, betray, milk, flee... are all gestures and acts that
can be transcribed. A site-specific painting spreads colorful stain over two adjacent walls consists of an indelible mixture of
rubber and chemical pigment which, like a second skin, coats and penetrates the white and immaculate body of the wall.
On the surface, hang three photograms with the imprints of different tropical plants, including the Hevea tree, reproduced
also on the floor in wax casts arranged symmetrically in wooden boxes. The artist’s works, offering art as a means of
transformation of our determinism due to the history, reveal the shortcomings and irrationality of human nature.
Claudia Buizza

The geography of Vietnam is meandering. From the outset, some would say that its unusual configuration raises the question
of the oneness of the country.Vietnam extends for 1600 km, from the Chinese border in Upper Tonkin to the tip of Cape
Camau in the far south.This elongation of the territory, this symmetry running from the northern mountains to the waters
of the south, passing from one delta to another, and which is separated from fine soils in its centre could introduce a
certain bipolarity into people’s view of my country. But in reality, this is a simplistic vision, as the two extremities have been
linked since the dawn of time by the flow of the currents and natural energies. The country’s skeleton is the undulating
and luxuriant land that we know from North to South, nourished by the waters that come down from the high plateaux
to flow abundantly into the Southern Delta, its lifeblood. Filling the country’s entire geography with life, sound and magic.
The nature of Vietnam is what has returned it to what it is. It is nature that, with equilibrium and strength, enabled some
to cope, and forced others to retreat.Vietnam’s bipolarity comes from its occupation. From the dual ways of thinking that
intervened on its soil with the Western presences. Whereas the uniqueness of its geology, the equilibrium of its resources
and the beauty of its nature form an integral whole.
The French occupation of Vietnam took various forms, sometimes barbaric, sometimes ridiculous. Dedicated to the city of
Paris, a ‘monument to the glory of French colonial expansion’ completed in 1920 stood in front of the Palais des Colonies
following the colonial exhibition in 1931. It was moved to the Tropical Garden of Paris (in Nogent-sur-Marne) much later,
amid the ruins of the pavilions of other colonised countries. Today, this fragmented monument is still on display, although
hidden from view, since it is now a ruin acting as a reminder of the decline of the colonial empire: the glorious cockerel is
missing a foot, fungus is eating away at the face of the Republic and the grey of the stone is overgrown with moss.

Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
“Mountains are like the bones of the earth. Water is its blood.”
2017

I felt it was important to take a plaster cast of the feet of the Republic and photograph the dimension of the ruin in black
and white. A film sublimates the sculpture, whose capacity to reveal history is weighty but powerful: substance as evidence.
It also shows a contemporary aspect of this garden, as its users take back ownership on a daily basis, with some of them
reacting to the site’s past.
In fact, there is nothing tropical about this tropical garden: the bamboos there are stringy and not very green, and there are
no glasshouses. On the other hand, local Kung Fu clubs come here to train, and veggie Oriental Yoga courses are proving
a great success in this setting, and crews come here to film RAP or R’n’B videos. The only thing that is tropical about this
garden is the feeling of a voluntary, contrived exoticism.
Why, when a Vietnamese firm, involved in the construction of a new urban landscape in Saigon, the former capital of
Vietnam, was decorating its site, did it decide to adorn the outside walls with tarpaulins printed with scenes depicting the
West? Why, right in the middle of Saigon, should we be seeing Miami Beach, Swiss mountains or French formal gardens?
Why should these oversized photographs (sometimes up to ten metres long) reign supreme in the city? I recovered several
of these tarpaulins to exhibit them as evidence of a political reality (decline of communist thinking and a reminder of the
past occupation) as well as a physical reality (fading due to sunlight, worn fabric). These tarpaulins, after just a few years
of exposure to daylight, were turning blue.These pallid landscapes that we were supposed to find appealing are outdated,
obsolete, as if belonging to old dreams or hopes. A blend of nostalgia and envy. The Western ideal turned out to be just
a distant memory, an illusion, something that fades away, like these eroded, worn out landscapes, increasingly inaccessible.
Renamed Ho Chi Minh City, my city will always remain Saigon, the colonial city.
Thu Van Tran, July 2017

Joseph Tang Gallery, Paris (France)
“The blind excuse”
Duo show with Marieta Chirulescu
2017

The library collects molds made in plaster of nineteen letters and two punctuations which allowed us to materialize in
clay a poem in four verses by Fernando Pessoa. This poem excerpted from “ other poems “ evokes the impossibility to
belong to an earth, the feeling of a political and melancholic exile. A subtraction of the man from the reality. Pessoa signs
then under a heteronym: Alberto Caeiro, a fictitious author.
Molds appear as the possibility for these verses to exist, and for any poetry to exist. The word here is shown in what
contains it. In the fragile frame, the mold, which I have tried to protect since the plaster being mineralized, became brittle,
broke, and has fossilized, the wax prostheses come to support this possibility of the speech to be born and to emancipate
itself by its own appearance.These molds are at the same time the possible proliferation of the word while alarming us on
its absence or its potentiel disappearance. Becoming fossils of letters, they are a sculptural genealogy of the word. Word
which was lacking and is still lacking for the exiled identity.
Finally our melancholy has also a color, the bleu, the blue of the sky, a light, the blue of our dreams. The library hides then
these moments of breath where the look stops and can marvel on nuances of blue, a window. The wood of oak is here
harvested from our French forests.
Thu Van Tran, october 2017.
Project shown w/ Meessen De Clercq.

FIAC 2017, Paris (France)
Stand Meessen De Clercq
Duo show with Claudio Parmiggianni
2017

“They spoke to me of people, and of humanity.
But I’ve never seen people, or humanity.
I’ve seen various people, astonishingly dissimilar,
Each separated from the next by an unpeopled space.”
Alberto Caeiro.

Montag or the library-in-the-making explores the links between literature and the visual arts, reflecting artists’ unflagging
interest in the literary medium. It brings together some thirty works on the subject, either in the form of adaptations of
famous texts via the visual arts (sculpture, videos, installation, design, etc.) in particular, or by directly reworking the textual
matter, subjecting it to a host of transformations, new twists, recoups and other ‘affronts’. A final section is devoted more
specifically to libraries, as well as to books, which are regularly the targets of censorship in repressive political regimes; in
view of such violations book production has become stronger than ever among artists for whom literature remains an
unrivalled field of experimentation and who are highly instrumental in its revival.

FRAC Franche-Comté, Besançon (France)
“Montag or the library-in-the-making”
curated by Patrice Joly
2017

Moderna Museet, Stockholm (Sweden)
“Manipulate the world”
Curated by Fredrik Liew, Simon Goldin and Jakob Senneby
2017

“Manipulate The World” is a contemporary group show that departs from three historical works by Öyvind Fahlström,
Dr Schweitzer’s Last Mission (1964-66), World Bank (1971) and Mao Hope March (1966).These works establish a playing
field for the exhibition where Fahlström’s theatrical stagings of fact and fantasy are returned in a contemporary “game”
about politics and economy.
The exhibition is divided in two exhibition spaces occupying ground and bottom floors of the museum. The ground
floor takes its cue from the installation Dr Schweitzer’s Last Mission (1964-66). The work has borrowed its title from
the missionary Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965), information and pictures are gathered as fragments and put together as a
whole in a scenographical tableau. Even though the work is not strictly a game, the form of it brings to mind game pieces
distributed on a surface where fact, fiction, irrationality and psychedelic esoterism are mixed in a story with an open end.
In a similar way the exhibition seeks to put in motion the theatrical as a way of relating to the world. In the window less
rooms in the bottom floor a staged depot of gold (Öyvind Fahlström’s World Bank, 1971) is the center for a story about
the distribution of money and power in the world.Taking its cue from Fahlström’s installation this part of the show is taking
form as a “hidden zone”.
(...)
Thu Van Tran’s work consists of three parts, each relating to rubber as a historically important raw material in the
colonial exploitation of Vietnam. The large wall painting, made of rubber and a chemical pigment, stains the white wall
of the exhibition space and seems to spread infinitely. One of the films projected on the painting shows workers on a
plantation in Vietnam belonging to a major tyre manufacturer, the other shows a series of petrified hand gestures relating
to dominance.The Hevea tree from which rubber is extruded, is monumentalised in casted sculptures.
(...)

THU VAN TRAN
Born in 1979, in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)
Lives and works in Paris (France)
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Cristallerie Saint-Louis, Fondation Hermès, St Louis (France) Curated by Marie Colette - upcoming
VCCA (Vincom Center for Contemporary Art), Hanoi (Vietnam) Curated by Mizuki Endo - upcoming
SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin (Germany), Curated by Lynhan Balatbat and Marleen Schröde - upcoming
Fondation Martell, Cognac (France) Curated by Nathalie Viot - upcoming
2017
Mountains are like the bones of the earth.Water is its blood., Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
The blind excuse, Joseph Tang Gallery, Paris (France) with Marieta Chirulescu
Frieze New York, New York (USA)
2016
Listen, the Darkness Deepens, Ladera Oeste, Guadalajara (Mexico)
From stamping to reading, Macleay Museum, Sydney (Australia)
Echange de présents, Curated by Marius Babias, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin (Germany)
Ecrire et autres Eclats, Médiathèque - Les Abattoirs,Toulouse (France)
2015
We are this and that aren’t we?, Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
Cao su pleure, Galerie Art et Essai, Rennes (France)
2013
Statements, Meessen De Clercq, Art Basel, Basel (Switzerland)
La dix-huitième place, Centre d’Art Villa du Parc, Annemasse (France)
2012
We Live in the Flicker, Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
2011
La Tache, Galerie Martine Aboucaya, Paris (France)
2010
Le Nombre Pur selon Duras, La Maison Rouge-Le Patio, Paris (France)
2009
Fahrenheit 451-Homme Livre Homme Livre, Bétonsalon-Centre d’Art et de Recherche, Paris (France)
2007
Thu Van Tran, L’Espace-Centre Culturel Français de Hanoi, Hanoi (Vietnam)
2006
Lumière Arrière, Musée des Beaux-Arts de Mulhouse, Mulhouse (France)
GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2018
Carré d’Art, Nîmes (France) upcoming
2017
Manipulate the world, Moderna Museet, Stockholm (Sweden)
Montag or the possible libraries, curated by Patrice Joly, Frac Franche-Comté (France)
Ostranénie, ENSAPC YGREC, Paris (France)

VIVA ARTE VIVA, 57th Biennale di Venezia,Venice (Italy)
Jardin infini, De Giverny à l’Amazonie, Centre Pompidou-Metz, Metz (France)
2016
La timidité des cimes, Le Parvis,Tarbes (France)
Remember Lidice, Lidice Museum, Lidice (Czech Republic)
2015
A.N.T.H.R.O.P.O.C.E.N.E, Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
Soudain…la neige, Maison d’Art Bernard Anthonioz, Nogent-sur-Marne (France)
Dévider le réel, FRAC Midi-Pyrénées, Les Abattoirs,Toulouse (France)
A brief history of future, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels (Belgium)
Presque la même chose, Kunsthalle, Mulhouse (France)
2014
Matérialisme histérique, Galerie Jérôme Poggi, Paris (France)
Le corps invisible, Galerie Édouard Manet, Gennevilliers (France)
Sans titre (Je suis là), Galerie Jérôme Poggi, Paris (France)
Saint Jerome, Meessen De Clercq, Brussels (Belgium)
Interprète, curated by Xavier Franceschi, FRAC Ile-de-France, Paris (France)
Nuit Blanche, Espace des arts sans frontière, Paris (Fance)
2013
The Unanswered Question, curated by René Block,TANAS, Berlin (Germany)
Le Musée éclaté de la Presqu’Île de Caen, Le Mépic, Saint Aubin d’Arquenay (France)
2012
L’Homme de Vitruve, Le Crédac-Centre d’Art d’Ivry-sur-Seine (France) Curated by Claire Le Restif
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Le Carillon de Big Ben, Le Crédac-Centre d’Art d’Ivry-sur-Seine, Ivry-sur-Seine (France) Curated by Claire Le Restif
2009
Meeting you half way, Galerie Martine Aboucaya, Paris (France)
Phase Zéro, Galerie Serge Aboukrat, Paris (France)
Là où je suis n’existe pas, Le Printemps de Septembre à Toulouse-Lieu Commun,Toulouse (France) Curated by Christian
Bernard
Memory of void, Kimusa, Seoul, (South Korea) Proposal by the Artsonje Center and curated by Nathalie Viot
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Expérience Insulaires, Le Crédac - Centre d’Art d’Ivry-sur-Seine, Ivry-sur-Seine (France) Curated by Jean-Paul Felley and
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Voir en peinture 2, La Générale, Paris (France) Curated by Éric Corne
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Première Vue, Galerie du Passage de Retz, Paris (France) Curated by Michel Nuridsany
Singles, Galerie Pitch, Paris (France) Curated by Christian Bernard
CURATING AND ARTISTIC DIRECTION
2014
Duras Song, an exhibition concerning Marguerite Duras archives activated in an installation by Thu Van Tran and curated
with Jean-Max Colard, Centre Pompidou, Paris (France)
2006
Hradacany, curated with Yann Chateigné, La Générale, Paris (France)
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Neuer Berliner Kunstverein Residency, Berlin (Germany)
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2010
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2009
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2006
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2005
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Project allowance, Département des Affaires Culturelles de la Ville de Paris, Paris (France)
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2017
Tié menteur, edited by Manucius, 50 pages black and white, further to the research seminar Les Contemporains
(Universités Paris 7 et 13), invited by Magali Nachtergael - upcoming
Viva Arte Viva, 57th International Art Exhibition: La Biennale Di Venezia, exhibition catalog, Christine Macel (ed.), Rizzoli, ISBN:
978-0-8478-6115-6
Jardin infini. De Giverny à l’Amazonie, exhibition catalog, Centre Pompidou Metz, 256 pages, ISBN 978-2-35983-046-0 (Text
Emma Lavigne, Hélène Meisel)
2016
A brief history of the future, exhibition catalog, edited by the Royal Museums of Fine Arts, Brussels, 240 pages, ISBN 978-946161-247-2
2015
La Rouge, exhibition catalogue, edited by Lendroit Éditions and University-Rennes, 68 pages, ISBN 978-2-917427-86-6
Au plus profond du Noir, subjective translation of Joseph Conrad novel Heart of Darkness, 18x11 cm, 248 pages, second edition,
Kunsthalle Mulhouse, ISBN 978-2-930528-12-0
2014
D’Emboutir à Lire, contribution for the magazine “Initiales” - n°3 on Marguerite Duras (directed by Claire Moulène)
2013
Thu Van Tran. Nos Lumières / Our Lights, monography, edited by Meessen De Clercq
Au plus profond du Noir, a subjective translation of Joseph Conrad novel Heart of Darkness, 18x11 cm, 232 pages, ISBN 978-2-93052811-3
A 24 pages edition by Manuel Burgener
2012
L’Homme de Vitruve, exhibition catalogue, edited by Crédac (Text Claire Lerestif)
2011
Soudain déjà, exhibition catalogue, edited by Beaux-Arts de Paris (Text Hélène Meisel)
Menteur, magazine “J’aime beaucoup ce que vous faîtes” (invited by Christian Alandete)
2010
Le Dessein Collectif, magazine “ROVEN” - n°2 autumn (Text Daphné Lesergent)
2009
Là où je suis n’existe pas, Le Printemps de Septembre, exhibition catalogue

2007
Expériences Insulaires, magazine “Semaines” - n°61, Edited by Analogues
2006
ICI-ICAR, exhibition catalogue, edited by the Musée des Beaux-Arts de Mulhouse
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Le Monde, 20 October 2017, “A la FIAC, de l’étrangeté, mais peu d’horizon” by Emmanuelle Lequeux
Beaux-Arts Magazine, 18 October 2017, “FIAC 2017 - Nos artistes coup de cœur” by Emmanuelle Lequeux
HART, September 2017, “Thu Van Tran” by Sam Steverlynck
Le Vif / Focus, 22 September 2017, “Civiliser dit-elle” by Michel Verlinden
Creators, 21 August 2017, “9 Breakout Artists from the Venice Biennale” by Marina Garcia-Vasquez
Monopol, June 2017, “Treffer versenkt”
Le Quotidien de l’Art, 11 May 2017, “Christine Macel réenchante la Biennale de Venise” by Roxana Azimi and Philippe
Régnier
blogs.leschos.fr, 10 May 2017, “Biennale de Venise 2017 : un art loin du marché, des artifices et de la décoration” by Judith
Benhamou
The Art Newspaper, 10 May 207, “ ‘Reinventing the world’:Venice Biennale gives older and lesser-known artists their due” by
Jane Morris
Le Monde Magazine, March 2017, “Puissante Amazonie” by Roxana Azimi
2016
Leap, October 2016, “Raw Material in the Broad Daylight” by Jo-ey Tang
2015
Código, Mexican magazine, February-March 2015, “Thu Van Tran” review by Amanda de la Garza
2014
Libération, 28th October 2014, “Duras un écrivain pur Song” by Philippe Lançon
Le Quotidien de l’Art, 22th October 2014, “Du No future au No Past une fusion entre nature et culture à (Off)icielle” by
Cédric Aurelle
France 2, 22th October 2014, reportage Culturebox by Marie-Christine Sentenac
Beaux-Arts Magazine, October 2014, “En route vers la gloire” by Emmanuelle Lequeux
2013
Zérodeux, N°67, “Derniers usages de la littérature” by Patrice Joly
2012
Les Inrocks, 10 October, “Outils de résistance” by Claire Moulène
L’art même – N°55 2nd term, 2012, “Art et littérature” by Magali Nachtergael
2011
Le journal des Arts - 4 - 17 November, “Multiplicité d’une époque” by Frédéric Bonnet
Connaissance des Arts - October, “Jeunes pousses” by Damien Sausset
Artforum - summer, “Thu Van Tran” by Liliane Davies
Lunettesrouges.lemonde.fr - 28 March, “Entre gui parasite et l’amour victorieux, une courbure dans la trajectoire de la
lumière” by Marc Lenot
2010
Lunettesrouges.lemonde.fr - 18 February, “Marguerite Duras, Billancourt, et le nombre pur” by Marc Lenot
2009
Artparis.com, December, “Meeting you half way”, by Sarah Ihler-Meyer

Le Monde - 29 September, “Printemps de Septembre” by Emmanuelle Lequeux
Lacritique.org - 14 October, “Printemps de Septembre. Dialogue de dessins, vidéos, sculpture et dialectique critique” by
Christian Gattinoni
Lunettesrouges.lemonde - 1 October, “Les quatuors de Christian Bernard” by Marc Lenot
Lacritique.org - 22 April, “Fahrenheit 45, Homme livre Homme libre” by Daphné Lesergent
2008
Lunettesrouges.lemonde - 21 February, “Fahrenheit 451 à Bétonsalon” by Marc Lenot
2007
Archistorm, Summer 2008, “La possibilité d’une île” by Juliette Soulez
2006
Mouvement - “La culture de l’alternative” by David Samson
Art21 -”Expériences insulaires” by Garance Chabert
Lacritique.org - 5 April, “Les faux-semblants de l’héritage formaliste” by Daphné Lesergent
EDUCATION
2003
MFA (with mention) delivered by the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts of Paris, France (from Bernard
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2002
Exhibition practice seminar (Directed by Christian Bernard)
2001
Formation Fonderie Coubertin - Compagnons du Devoir (France)
2000
Glasgow School of Art, UK (Environmental Design Department)

